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Introducing Pat Battin -- Honoree and New Resident
By Shiela Hollies

When Patricia

Now for some

Battin walks into a

history: In 1850, pa-

room, one is imme-

per manufacturers

diately impressed by

began to run out of

her friendliness and

rags to make paper

a latent force of en-

and started using

ergy. Fluent and ar-

wood pulp instead.

ticulate, she taught

The result was that

me a good bit of his-

paper became much

tory. More about

cheaper and books

that later.

became more af-

She is modest

fordable, leading to

about her accom-

an enormous in-

plishments, but it’s

crease in the liter-

not hard to see why
she was able to
break through the

Pat Battin receiving the National Humanities Medal from
President Clinton in 1999 for saving “millions of brittle books in
America’s libraries and archives.”

traditionally all-male

acy rate. However,
the paper from
wood pulp contained a high acid

hierarchy which dominated the upper echelons

content -- and here lay the seeds of its eventual

of research library systems.

destruction. Books began to disintegrate on li-

Born in Pennsylvania, Pat obtained a degree

brary shelves. None of this escaped Pat’s notice.

in English from Swarthmore College, married

As the first president of the Commission on

shortly thereafter and had three children. She

Preservation and Access, established in 1986 by

later earned her master’s degree in library sci-

the Council on Library Resources, she vigor-

ence at Syracuse University while the family
lived in Binghamton, New York.

ously publicized the magnitude of the brittlebooks problem facing American libraries.

She played a vital role in building awareness

the National Humanities Medal. Her son es-

among American research libraries, scholars,

corted her to the ceremony in Constitution Hall.

political leaders and private foundations about

William R. Ferris, chairman of NEH, de-

the need for a national program of preservation

scribed recipients as “distinguished individuals

microfilming.

who have set the highest standards for Ameri-

She was instrumental in the formation of a
European Commission on Preservation and Access, which addressed the problems of decaying books in European libraries.

can cultural achievement.”
Joining Pat on stage were a host of other notables:
Writer Taylor Branch; scholar Jacquelyn

In the course of her work with this group Pat

Dowd Hill; journalist Jim Lehrer; humorist Garri-

traveled back and forth to Europe as well as to

son Keillor; philosopher John Rawls; filmmaker

Japan, China and Australia, enjoying every min-

Steven Spielberg and the late August Wilson,

ute of it.

playwright.

Coordinating the group’s work offered prob-

Pat’s citation noted her “exemplary public

lems. In many European countries, national li-

service by organizing and leading a national

braries could set the standards for all local li-

campaign to save millions of brittle books in

braries. In the United States, the Library of Con-

America’s libraries and archives.”

gress and some 40 research libraries, both public and private, serve as our national library.
Computers introduced the second major increase in the dissemination of written materials.
By the time personal computers were introduced
on American campuses, Pat was at Columbia
University serving as Vice President for Information Services as well as University Librarian.
She noticed how learning patterns changed
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as a result of computer access to information.
She is coeditor of a book about the impact of information technology on education (The Mirage
of Continuity: Reconfiguring Academic Information Resources for the 21st Century, 1988).
Learning via the computer, she feels, represents a new paradigm that will change the nature of universities in the digital age.
In 1999 President Clinton awarded Pat Battin
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Larry Harris, New Board President
By Frances Kolarek

tory, our problems and the
course we need to pursue
to guarantee our success.

At the October meeting of Collington’s Board

He is, of course, an Epis-

of Directors, Larry Harris, Rector of St. Barn-

copalian -- a requirement

abas’, Leland, was elected president to replace

of the Board’s by-laws.

Dr. Sandra Charles, whose term had expired.

His congregation at St.

Vernon Stafford, a bank regulator, replaces

Barnabas’ is peppered

Larry as vice-president.

with Collington residents.

In a recent talk with Larry and Sandra, both

The Rev. Larry Harris

He visualizes “a collaborative community” in

emphasized that the vision that guided Colling-

which the Board and residents work together,

ton at the outset -- a time when competition was

resident Operating Committees working closely

virtually nonexistent -- must give way today to

with parallel Board Committees. Again and

one that faces the fact that we are now in a very

again in the course of our chat, the words

competitive market.

“resident involvement” recurred.

The Board’s strategic plan for the next five to

Larry remembers and reminds that from the

ten years emphasizes, first and foremost, fiscal

very beginning when Collington was still being

stability. And fiscal stability depends on a suc-

built, resident involvement was encouraged

cessful marketing campaign to fill our cottages

through the formation of a Future Residents As-

and apartments. Just as important is the estab-

sociation. The group met at Collington headquar-

lishment and maintenance of high standards in

ters in a nearby office complex, voiced their pref-

our Health Services.

erences about everything from landscaping to

Regaining accreditation is a goal to be at-

desserts, and drew up by-laws. By the time we

tained within three years. Dr. Charles explained

opened, a full-fledged Residents Association

that standards for accreditation today are more

with the late Malcolm Wall as president was op-

rigorous and probing than they were five years

erating.

ago, when self-evaluation against a set of desig-

With Vernon Stafford as vice-president, our

nated standards was the rule. Today, she says,

fiscal health is in good hands. Vernon, our neigh-

the evaluation process, administered by a new

bor in Foxlake Villages, currently serves as Di-

group, is more closely scrutinized and self-ap-

rector for Large Bank Supervision in the Office of

praisal takes a back seat to outside evaluation.

the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC). The

She rattles off the name of the new organization:

OCC is a quasi-Federal government agency re-

Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation

sponsible for the regulation and supervision of

Facilities - Continuing Care Accreditation Com-

the national banking system. A profile will appear

mission (CARF-CCAC).

in the December Collingtonian.

As for Larry Harris’ qualifications, it would be
hard to find anyone better acquainted with the
ins-and-outs of Collington’s structure, our his-
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Ambassador Goodby
Speaks
By Louis P. Dolbeare

The long and informed question-and-answer
period testified to the far-reaching and stimulating nature of the ambassador's talk.

•
A History of Serbia

James E. Goodby, longtime
author, diplomat, and crusading conscience in

By Karl Wirth

the field of nuclear arms control, spoke to an appreciative Collington audience on October 12.

Dr. Alex Dragnich, our fellow-resident, has

This was one in the series of talks arranged by

recently published his tenth book, Serbia

the speakers committee chair, Warren Unna.

Through the Ages. It recounts the political history

The threat of nuclear proliferation is serious,

of the Serbs, who in the Middle Ages had built

Ambassador Goodby holds, but not as extreme

the strongest state in the Balkans, one which en-

a danger as it may sometimes seem.

dured for over 100 years. Its foundation was

The immediately identified threats are from

Christianity and the Serbs built many churches

the rogue states of North Korea and Iran, but

and monasteries. Several of them have been

there are many factors that seriously slow build-

rated as World Art Treasures by UNESCO.

ing or, in the end, exploding a nuclear bomb.
The positive aspects of the current international nuclear situation stem from the fact that it
has been 60 years since the United States ex-

Then Serbia was captured by the Ottoman
Turks who controlled the area for almost 500
years.
I found the most interesting aspect of the

ploded the only two atomic bombs that have

book to be the story of how, in the 19th century,

ever been used in an attack.

the Serbs worked to gain complete independ-

Added to this, the speaker pointed out, is the

ence from Turkey and to limit their own rulers in

fact that instead of the 15 or so nuclear powers

a way that resulted in a democratic political sys-

that were expected to build bombs, only 9 are

tem. At the outset of the 20th century the Ser-

believed to have done so. There has also been

bian state, Dr. Dragnich says, was on a par with

the mollifying effect of the rolling back by several

democracies in Western Europe, at a time when

countries of their active nuclear weapons pro-

neither Germany nor Russia could dream of es-

grams: Argentina, Belarus, Brazil, Kazakstan,

tablishing democratic systems.

and South Africa.
Drawing the line between countries the U.S.

Dr. Dragnich tells of Serbia’s role in the First
World War and the subsequent creation of the

considers “good” and the rogue states, Mr.

Yugoslav state and its history. His final chapter

Goodby pointed out that India and Pakistan have

on the disintegration of Yugoslavia is particularly

not used their bombs on each other or any addi-

valuable.

tional countries.
The situation remains serious in Iran and
North Korea, but not immediately intimidating.
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A copy of the book can be found in Collington’s library.

Boo!
When it comes to an all-out bash, Halloween at Collington is hard
to beat. Our clinic Director, Sheila Bannon, pulled out all the stops this
year with her decorating.
Our Halloween party is held a day or so
The Editor extends her
personal wishes for a
Happy Halloween

before Halloween night and staff members
bring their children here for safe trick-ortreating.

Residents open their doors to elves, goblins, spooks, pirates,
witches, fiends and other nefarious characters.
Grandchildren and great-grandchildren come, too. Refreshments
abound. The Chamber of Horrors is terrifying, and everybody goes
home, scared out of their wits, with a personal picture in costume to
remember the occasion by.
Everybody gets TLC from
Clinic Manager
Sheila Bannon.

Social Services Director Roger Barnes
finds that this jovial witch needs no
advice from him.

Photos by Elsie Seetoo

Resident Peter Henle is astonished
to find this spectre in the Clinic
waiting room.
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Miracles on Demand
By Robert Elkin

Be brave! Would you start by using this hand?”
She places Mrs. X’s good hand on the wheelchair arm rest.

Glancing about while catching my breath

“I’ll help,” Yvette says, pulling gently on the

from an exercise, it appears I’m engulfed in

strap about Mrs. X’s waist. Suddenly to her sur-

chaos in Collington’s Rehabilitation Department.

prise, Mrs. X is standing.

Seven patients are studiously doing something

Mrs. X: “I must sit down.”

different: some practicing sitting and standing,

Yvette: “Wonderful. I love you. You’re show-

some repeating leg exercises, some counting
out weighted-arm exercises (15 times each, then
resting; keeping at it for four or five rounds) and
others sitting or lying quietly with hot packs on

ing such courage. We’ll try again.”
Pam: “Rest now for a moment. Always pace
yourself.”
DAY 3: Mrs. X stands with help from the

painful areas, preparing for exercises with a

therapist and walks by herself 20 steps several

therapist.

times, grasping the parallel bars.

I’m recovering from four-way heart bypass
surgery, very slowly regaining strength in my 82year-old beat-up body. Six days a week, the

DAY 5: Mrs. X walks across the room with a
cane, holding close the cast on her broken arm.
DAY 6: Mrs. X starts walking with a walker.

physical therapists collect me and other Shenan-

Her hope of returning to independence in her

doah patients to escort us by wheelchair or on

apartment seems assured because of her cour-

foot power to the Rehabilitation Center on the

age and the help she received. Her dream of

third floor.

spending Christmas with her son out west be-

My progress seems slow after my two-week
hospital bedstay. I have an opportunity to watch
the personal dramas being enacted about me.
DAY 1: Mrs. X completes her heat pack

comes a possibility, although she has much work
left to do. - - The range of motion in my arms is very limited at first. Pam, my occupational therapist, ap-

treatment. She suffered severe muscular dam-

pears at my bedside at 7:15 a.m. to teach me

age from a fall in her apartment in which she

how to take my own shower, getting splashed in

also broke her arm. Yvette, Mrs. X’s physical

the effort.

therapist, helped by Pam, her occupational
therapist, wheels her chair to the parallel bars.

She demonstrates how I can dress myself
within my limitations. Later she is gentle, consid-

Yvette: “Let’s try standing.”

erate, and slightly pushy to get me to try new ac-

Mrs. X: “I can’t! I haven’t been able to stand

tions as I follow her instructions for arm and

since my fall.”
Yvette: “If you were to stand, where would
you place your hand to help you up?”
Mrs. X: “I can’t. It hurts too much.”
Yvette: “The heat pack helps. We love you!
6
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shoulder exercises.
Yvette, my physical theraist, comes on
strong. She’s slender, smiling, insistent, tough, a
presence. We discuss whether she is “mean” or
(Continued on page 7)

Just LOOK at those Squash!
Elsie Seetoo (left), The Collingtonian’s photographer,
bought a seedling at a plant sale at her church this
spring, and from it sprang these two 26-pound Chinese
squash (Benincasa hispida).
Commonly called “wintermelon” in China, the vegetable is used for a soup offered in many restaurants, Elsie
tells us. “As a clear soup, it is known for its thirst-quenching properties on hot summer days,” she adds.
Elsie says she can hardly wait for next spring “when I
can try my luck again with Chinese squash in my Hilltop
Garden plot.”

Miracles on Demand -- continued
“hard” and agree on “hard” because her intent is

therapists to work with other patients. Allyson is

to help, not hurt. Once I begin to conquer her as-

in charge of administration; Mariesol handles

signed leg exercises with heavy ankle weights,

physical therapy with both in-patient and out-pa-

she moves me along. I balance precariously on

tient residents; Rena and the other Pam do their

a ball, kicking out one weighted leg after an-

special occupational therapy thing. Cassandra

other, bending back gingerly into Yvette’s hands

helps with speech and swallowing disorders.

(good for the abdomen).
Although I feel a little stronger and more sure

Each patient brings to the center his/her own
unique difficulty -- strokes, falls, blindness, sur-

of myself each day, my progress seems slow as

geries, swallowing and speech disorders, chronic

compared to the dramatic changes being worked

physical disorders.

about me.
I finish each morning exhausted but feel a

Collington contracts for its Rehabilitation Department through Rehab Works, a division of

sense of accomplishment as I head back to my

Symphony Health Services. Most services are

Shenandoah room to relax (or, as Pam says, to

paid by Medicare or other insurances. No ap-

pace myself before I have lunch). I have three

pointments are made after 2 p.m; it takes the

weeks before I graduate from daily rehab.

therapist two hours each day to complete insur-

While Mrs. X and I are exercising and pacing

ance paper work.

ourselves, Yvette and Pam join with other
November 2005
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MaCCRA -- What It Is

departments have also been speakers.
Next, it would be a great idea to hear directly

By Jane Hammer

from Barbara M. Brocato, our lobbyist. She could
Abra-ca-dabra -- I can’t spell it, but that’s

bring us up-to-date about trends and give mem-

what rhymes with MaCCRA. If I remember cor-

bers a chance to voice needs and deficiencies in

rectly, it’s an incantation children use to conjure

a timely way.

up magical things.

Bud Dutton, president of the Collington chap-

MaCCRA is not magic. It is a very real and

ter, is respected and experienced, having served

important organization in which Collington has a

as Vice-President of Collington’s Residents As-

chapter. The purposes of the organization paral-

sociation. He attends statewide MaCCRA meet-

lel our purposes.

ings which benefit all Maryland’s 35 chapters.

What are they?

He is a member of a group working with Prince

1. To join with other life care communities

George’s County to protect Collington’s borders

for mutual benefit.

during the planning for the Balk Hill project next

2. It is statewide. The “Ma” stands for Maryland, the Free State. Laws govern all such entities, so we study, observe and obey laws, as
well as help make them through our representa-

door.
There is a lot going on, that’s for sure. One
thing I learned right away when I joined:
“In Maryland law, old age is not a disability.”

tives in the legislature.

•

Now for the nitty-gritty:
MaCCRA lobbies our Senators and Delegates who represent us in Annapolis. Further, it

Marie Summers -- 94 Years Old
And Still Going Strong

has an officially designated, salaried lobbyist
who conveys our decisions, and also helps to

Marie Summers’ dedication to Prince

keep on track. In addition, individuals should,

George’s Hospital Center is legendary. The story

and do, lobby. That can be work, but in our de-

was told again in the October 6 Gazette in a

mocracy it is a necessity we should not forget.

spread with pictures which credits her with

Take, for example, needed legal protections.

20,000 hours of voluntary work at the hospital

Collington’s MaCCRA chapter was a leader in

over the past forty years. Marie says the hospital

study and action from its beginning in 1993. Arti-

threw a spectacular party to celebrate her 94th

cle 70B was improved generally by guaranteeing
participation. Specifically, residents are “deemed
to be” creditors in case of bankruptcy.
In past years speakers have presented programs, and our membership has grown dramatically. In addition to legislative representatives of
our 24th Maryland District, heads of government
8
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birthday on September 19, while acknowledging
her invaluable help.
At the urging of her family, Marie abandoned
driving a few years ago. She now takes the bus
to her volunteer job.
Collington adds its congratulations to one of
our most energetic and dedicated residents.

“Know Your Neighbor”

selor in Maryland and Virginia public schools after retirement.

Spontaneous reviews of Art Longacre’s
”Know Your Neighbor” talk in October ranged
from “great” to “best ever.”
Quietly unassuming, Art described himself as
“ a lucky guy.” Tracing his early years, from life
on a Bucks County farm, a member in a Mennonite family in which his parents spoke
“Pennsylvania Deutsch” to each other and called
outsiders “the English,” Art remarked that
“Today, they’d call me ‘English.’ ”
A motif throughout his talk was: “I liked to
study,” “I liked school.” Had he not won a scholarship to Pennsylvania State University as a result of his high marks in high school, he might
never have gone to college. His aunt, who had
married a surgeon, lent Art over $1,000 to help
him through his four years at the university, and
kept close tabs of his $10 monthly repayments
until he cleared the debt after graduation.
A long-time interest in flying led him into the
Air Force where he did not, however, train as a
pilot but as a meteorologist whose forecasts
were vital to bombing missions launched in
England against European targets during
World War II.
Postwar, he met his wife Peggy, serving in

As Peggy’s health declined, a long-time mutual friend of the couple suggested Collington.
And in 1988 he brought Peggy and their dog
Samantha to Cottage No. 2210. Four years later,
both died.
Art had thrown himself into volunteer work,
feeling the need to be productive and helpful.
In 1982 he became involved in Tax Counseling
for the Elderly along with 65 others; of that group
he is the only one left. Numerous Collington residents count on him to prepare their income tax
returns. The Tenth Anniversary memorial book
list more than 20 organizations in which he has
participated and volunteered.
If Art thinks he’s a lucky guy, Collington has
been the lucky recipient of his hard work, devotion, and uncanny skill with numbers.
Edna Lingreen’s introduction filled in some
gaps that Art, in his understated modesty, left:
He served on Collington’s Board of Directors; he
has been Chairman of The Collington Foundation for several terms; he is an active member of
the Hilltop Gardens and keeps the Home Groan
Board supplied with a wealth of fresh produce.
There’s more. But we’ll follow Art’s lead.

F.K.

the Navy, in Washington. After marriage they be-

~~~~~~~~~~~~

gan a trek from one Air Force Base to another --

Fashionistas! No, our Nancie Gonzalez is

Anchorage and Japan, among others. And at

not the Nancy Gonzalez who designs and mar-

each of these posts Peggy bought and sold a

kets mink and alligator hand bags through Berg-

house -- a total of six altogether. In Japan, how-

dorf Goodman, New York.

ever, she was unable to go out, scope out the
field and choose a house to buy.
His love for learning and his aptitude with

Our Nancie, an archaeologist, will talk on November 9, about evolution v. creationism, sponsored by Warren Unna’s speaker’s program.

numbers led Art to earn further degrees which
enabled him to teach math and work as a coun-
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Helen Gordon’s Goings On
An Open House in our model train room on
October 20th drew a good crowd of children of
all ages. Trains whizzed around three tracks,

second Elderhostel trip this year, this time to
Rome, Florence and the Tuscan countryside.
Marion Henry is back from her Elderhostel

with Curtis Langford keeping them all on time.

trip to Scandinavia where she says she learned

Warren Pearse, who has a lifelong interest in

an enormous amount of history.

model trains, has done a terrific job of setting the

Penny Vickery and Katherine Kendall went

whole thing up, Lillian Langford got skirts on the

traveling, too. Ask Katherine to rattle off their itin-

tables and with the green mats from Europe the

erary. Fascinating!


display looks terrific.
Trains from Warren’s own collection, from a

Christmas Shopping is being urged on us

set found in the Woodshop’s storage room, and

early by far-sighted merchants who want our

some donated from residents, make up the dis-

dough before we spend it on heating bills.

play. Help with financing came from the Wood-

Lucky us! We don’t have to worry about such

shop (and from Warren’s own pocket).

things.

There is also a library of books on early

Shopping is made easy, too, by offerings
from the Creative Arts group and the Op Shop.

American railroading.


Check out those crocheted baby hats that look

Nobody deserves a vacation more than
Judy Reilly, our resident services director.
The minute she leaves we are reminded of the

like tomatoes. The hand-crafted Christmas cards
are stunning, too.
And don’t overlook the many fabulous items

millions of details she looks after. We miss her

the Op Shop has in its show windows outside the

touch. We miss her attention to detail. We

beauty shop as well as in the alcove near the Li-

miss her presence. We hope her vacation is

brary. Items of china, copper, silver and glass

a great success.

are on sale.


Take a big shopping bag to the Op Shop it-

William and Ruth Knight joined us from Be-

self. You’ll need it.


thesda a month or so ago with their Corgi. Bill
served in the American Foreign Service and

Tom Aldridge, Woodshop chair, along with

Ruth worked on the Hill. A profile will appear in

George Dankers, Bill Burleigh and Karl Wirth,

our December issue.

are a gifted crew. If you’re about to discard an


heirloom that was hurt in your move, don’t. Give

Ria and Ted Hawkins are back from their
10
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our Woodshop the opportunity to put it back in
mint condition.

A Jug of Wine,
A Loaf of Bread –and Crackerjacks
By Gloria Ericson


Diets. I’ve tried them all. From A to Z (Atkins
to The Zone) with mixed success. Invariably I
feel compelled to make up my own. These
homemade diets usually end up in what I call the
Sacred/Profane mode, i.e., the meals start out
wildly wholesome (The Sacred) and end up with
a no-no (The Profane).
For instance, this morning I had three small
vegetarian egg rolls (baked, not fried) followed
by three Mallomars. Do you see the symmetry
here?The exquisite yin-yangness?
To accommodate my diets I often don’t go to
the Dining Room. Therefore, I will be preparing
my own dinner tonight. I’m planning on some
whole wheat spaghetti topped with a Marinara
sauce and Parmesan cheese. There’ll also be
some whole grain garlic bread, a side salad and
a glass of red wine. This, you may have noticed
has turned out to be the current darling of many
nutritionists: The Mediterranean Diet. Such
wholesomeness deserves to be followed by a
homemade banana split. Now, don’t roll your
eyes. That’s not as bad as it sounds: in my banana splits I use only light ice cream, light Cool
Whip, and never, ever more than one cherry.
In the days when I was unbelievably, incredibly young, I worked briefly for the New York
Stock Exchange. While all about me brokers
were advising clients on the proper ratio of
stocks to bonds in their portfolios, I was at my
desk mulling over the proper ratio of cottage
cheese to cupcakes -- my current diet. I finally

decided on one cup of cottage cheese (with a
dash of canned fruit) to one cupcake.
But as the market shifted, so did my diet,
and one day I realized it had devolved into onehalf a cup of cheese to two-and-a-half cupcakes
-- the odd cupcake half reserved as a presubway-ride-home snack. It was time to sell.
Before the bottom dropped out of my already
too-tight slacks.
But that was then. This is now. Tomorrow I
think I will have a wrap for dinner. It will consist
of a whole wheat tortilla with some homemade
fat-free cole slaw, lettuce, turkey and a soupçon
of cranberry sauce. Healthy, right? But it cries
out for the follow-up of a dish of gummy bears.
Now all you readers with your politically correct appetites and willpowers are probably thinking that I am just making this all up -- that I am
pulling your collective legs. Well, in the spirit of
full disclosure, let me say that the only thing I
have lied about is the gummy bears. I actually
hate the little suckers.

•
Reading Aloud
Listening to The Collingtonian read aloud in
the well-modulated tones of Sheila Hollies is a
real treat. If you’d like to enjoy it, settle back in
your favorite chair, dial 2028, put your feet up
and listen. Ria Hawkins and Katherine Hudson
sometimes help with the reading.
And not to forget Edna Lingreen, who for
many, many years has been recording the complete Courier so you can hear it on Ext. 2018.
And if you want only the day’s events, just dial
2212.
Our thanks to these women for their time and
dedication.
November 2005
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Also . . .

By Layne Beaty

If humanity survives all its current threats,
surely history will give prominent credit to the invention of the Internet. As a result of that, this
column is favored by contributions offered for
print, sometimes comparable to the flooding of

Winter is icumen in.

New Orleans. Some of it gets used in one form

Lhude sing Goddamm.

or another, although the editor wisely is refusing

Raineth drop and staineth slop

more space for such copy. We are, however,

And how the wind doth ramm!

grateful as we witness this universal distribution

-- Ezra Pound

of witty wisdom.

•
They Also Serve: George Dankers learned

•
The Passing Scene: Sometimes our eager

about a new dimension to marketing recently.

servers in the dining room know that I’m finished

When getting acquainted with a newcomer, he

with my plate before I do. . . Actually, it’s better

was told by the man that he decided to come to

this way. . . Kay Swift, an honored code breaker

Collington after reading some of our obituaries in

during W.W.II, is a doer of good deeds. One,

the Post. “Sounded like the kind of folks I prefer

rounding up copies of the PennySaver for staff

to be with,” he said. The ones still here, we like

members. . . Sheila Bannon, clinic manager, is a

that.

decorator. Most of the month, Halloween stuff

•

nearly shivered the timbers of callers. Get

On a September visit to her native Britain,

braced for Christmas. . . Pay homage this

Mary Potts was delighted to be shown a W.W.II

month to Collington’s railroad baron, Dr. Warren

picture of herself as a WREN. Ask her about it.

Pearse. He’s ready to exhibit his rolling stock. . .

•

Sometimes, when we see an old movie that we

On a busy hallway we have a permanently

loved in the thirties, we find it lacking now, but

installed sign with a careless mixture of letters.

not so with the rerun recently of “Modern Times”

Do you know where it is? As for signs, we con-

with Charlie Chaplin. . . Should we be grateful

tinue to note that the ubiquitous King boys,

for cell phones? Most of the calls I get from my

Nosmo and Nopark, are still in the public eye.

grandchildren seem to come while they are driv-

•
When Art Longacre, a widower, finished his
interesting presentation in the October “Know
Your Neighbor” talk, he asked for questions, if
any, from the audience. History was made. “Will
you marry me?” came a well-known female
voice. Unshakable, Art assured the lady that she
was No. 2 on the list. Great fun.

•

ing somewhere. Tsk, tsk, I say. But better than
no calls.

•
Hail, Hail. . . A welcome call recently came
from an old buddy full of apologies for not having
been in touch. FACT: He had called just a few
days before with the same mea culpa.

•

